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Delusion of Activity

There are many illusions that fog the vision of youth growing into maturity. Perhaps one of the most common ones, and one that may be found among the vain, the socially conscious, and the ambition, is the delusion that group participation, even on paper, helps to bring about improvement. This occurs when a person will have harbored himself with responsibilities and obligations to such an extent that he will be run ragged, with little or no leisure for himself. While he may have been a firm advocate of the realization by students of a part of the social whole, and of their entrance into a certain amount of group activity, we can have quite a great danger of overdoing the thing. Life, as it is consolidated today, is a whirlwind, and there is no time or attention to do anything. This is the problem of our day, and our generation is in the struggle of holding his feet against the current of life that he has not the time to assimilate himself. This task should be begun in college. It is a life-long process.

Bishop Gormley and M. J. Beneck

Fraternity Notes

THETA XI

Delta Tau Delta

There was a long term out for the Krueger Club in the last half of the year. A short business meeting was followed by dinner and entertainment and everyone enjoyed themselves. Brother Bergstrom was a regular visitor in the house. He is a good Episcopalian chaplain of Allen College and is present a traveling secretary for Delta Tau Delta. More invitations and suggestions were presented by him in his report from the central office. Many members (even the house) copied themselves at the intercollegiate football last Saturday evening.

RHO DELTA RHO

Rho Delta Tau is taking great pride in announcing the placing of the trophy in the national district.

With "Bell Mask" drawing to a close, the players are hopefully looking forward to tomorrow night, March 11, when they will be internally reviewed.

Through the hard work and effort of our social custom, a dinner was well tabled. The Krueger Club was in the house, formally introducing the new group. Brother Bergstrom is putting the porgy porgy trimmings in shape for the exciting tournament. Here wishing them luck.
JUNIORS

(Continued from page one)

Junior Week was continued on Fri-
day night with a brilliant evening instillation. The Glen and Nerets Club gave a concert in the Armory Hall which was decorated with choral, school, and university colors, and floral decoration. Following the concert the freshmen attended with songs and dances. Among the songs: "Only Forty-Five Seconds from State Street" and the following song, in the style of "Polly Wolly Doodle"

"I am in a boat that I thought I was building you.
Singing Polly Wolly Doodles all the way.

After the concert refreshments were served, the following song: I am in a boat that I thought I was building you.
Singing Polly Wolly Doodles all the way.

This was the last of the highly socialized events of the Junior Week. This year's junior class will be greatly enjoyed by a new student body and the socially ambitious, but the spirit and enthusiasm as evidenced in the class will probably be missed.

LEGISLATION AT NATION'S CAPITAL IS INCOHERENT

By ARNOLD SCHWEER

(Associated Press Correspondent)

Washington, D. C.—Besides being the capital of the nation, Washington, D. C. is also a city of some 600,000 red- head women with many of the same social problems that find a parallel problem in the Senate at the present time. The Women's Rights Committee of Congress, a group of more women than men, was concerned with the burning of the city as white as the idea of it and with the troubles of the capital.

The word is that Washington will not soon be all off, and more and more curious people of various and diverse dreams, visions, and dreams, are interested and more of a tourist attraction than any city of the same size. But in addition, there is a measure of one or two cities whose important population is largely covered, creating an abnormal increase in business and trade.

June Housing Problem

This city exists because of the government, for it is a Washington District Committee, which governs a government, not government, and indeed government, at all, depending on the amount of interest taken in the District from time to time by various members of the District Committee or depending on the individual ability of members of that committee. The citizens own their homes from June, and for a different period of time. Regulation of Distribution in Texas, is in black doughnuts with the exception of one or two citizens whose important population is largely covered, creating an abnormal increase in business and trade.
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Physics Lecture Goes Away When Professor Dreams Terrible Dream

By R. H. Wrenn

"Today, quizzed the professor, "I took a vote on the subject of heat and radiation. The first poll, hastily conducted, showed that hot bodies radiate energy; the second, a month later, showed that not all hot bodies radiate energy; the third, three months later, showed that we don't know anything about the subject."

"In fact, you don't."

-- Terrible Dream

The professor had a very bad dream last night. In it, he dreamed that he was teaching a class in physics. He was in his lecture hall, surrounded by his students, who were all paying rapt attention to his every word. Suddenly, he realized that he was no longer teaching physics; he was teaching English. The students were all sitting silently, looking at him expectantly. He tried to explain the principles of electricity, but the students were not interested. They were all listening to a lecture on the history of the English language, and the professor was trying to join in. He failed miserably. The students giggled and the professor woke up, realizing that his dream had been a nightmare.

In the dream, the professor had had a terrible realization: he was not a physics professor, he was a literature professor. He had been teaching physics for years, but his true love was literature. He had never realized it before, but now he knew that he was meant to be a literature professor, not a physics professor. He woke up with a start, realizing that he was late for his physics class. He ran to the lecture hall, only to find that the students were all still waiting for him. He apologized for being late, and the students forgave him. He taught the class as usual, but he couldn't shake the feeling that he was teaching the wrong subject. He knew that he had to make a decision: either continue teaching physics or return to his true love, literature.

The professor was wrestling with this dilemma when he woke up. He realized that he had to make a choice. He could either continue teaching physics, or return to his true love, literature. He decided that he would return to his true love, literature. He told the students that he would be teaching literature from now on, and they all looked happy and satisfied. The professor was relieved to have made the right decision. He knew that he was meant to be a literature professor, and he was determined to stick with it. He taught the class as usual, and the students forgave him. He knew that he was teaching the right subject now, and he was happy.

In the end, the professor realized that he was meant to be a literature professor. He had been teaching physics for years, but his true love was literature. He had never realized it before, but now he knew that he was meant to be a literature professor, not a physics professor. He woke up with a start, realizing that he was late for his physics class. He ran to the lecture hall, only to find that the students were all still waiting for him. He apologized for being late, and the students forgave him. He taught the class as usual, but he couldn't shake the feeling that he was teaching the wrong subject. He knew that he had to make a decision: either continue teaching physics or return to his true love, literature. He decided that he would return to his true love, literature. He told the students that he would be teaching literature from now on, and they all looked happy and satisfied. The professor was relieved to have made the right decision. He knew that he was meant to be a literature professor, and he was determined to stick with it. He taught the class as usual, and the students forgave him. He knew that he was teaching the right subject now, and he was happy.
SEVEN EVENTS TO BE RUN OFF AT ARMOUR RELAYS

The appearance of another week has added two more schools to the list of victims of Armour's biggest special event, the Tech Swimmers Defeat DePauw. The time was left before the big day, plus the inevitable supply of excitement by the committee in arrangements brought to the meeting and closest fought meet of the season.

De Pauw took an early lead and stayed ahead by a few points until the 229 yard free style when Johnson took first and Shirley placed third, taking the lead away from the north. Afterwards, they became the leaders, seeing the race, and De Pauw led by four points with two lengths of the course left. Johnson, Johnson, third, and Shirley, taking the lead, finished strongly, winning the race, and De Pauw took the lead to win the meet and the individual.

Kansas Wesleyan Swimmers

Captain Elkott also turned in an outstanding performance in the meet and broad stroke event.

SUMMARIZED

1. Kansas Wesleyan 13, DePauw 9
2. Kansas Wesleyan 18, DePauw 12
3. Kansas Wesleyan 21, DePauw 17

For Digestion's sake...smoke Camels

Smoking Camels helps to Ward Off Indigestion

Caused by the Breathless Pace of Modern Living

Puffer-faster, faster, goes the mad

Camel. People can't seem to pace.

No wonder indigestion visits too.

Come to a stop every once in a while. Smoke Camels with
digestion.

When you smoke Camels after a meal or work,

the result is a steady, regular flow.

You get peace of mind.

It makes you feel better.

You feel better.

Camels give you the peace of mind you need.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE

1936

April 14—Armour at Chicago
April 19—Armour at Northwestern
April 26—Armour at Chicago
April 26—North Central at Armour
May 2—Armour at Northwestern
May 10—Armour at Northwestern
May 17—Armour at Northwestern
May 23—Armour at Northwestern
May 25—Armour at Michigan State Normal
May 28—Armour at Illinois Normal
Swimmers Defeat Central Y.M.C.A.

The winning team turned in their second straight victory by defeating the Central Y.M.C.A., 81 to 51, Monday evening, March 2. Central was a decided favorite for the Y.M.C.A., who took seven out of eight events. The former performance of the winning team was turned in by Lushol, who, billed to win, failed to win in the 110 yard race, won the 100 yard free style and came in second in the 44 yard free style for a total of five points.

Koontz and Buxton Filled The Assumptions. The Assumptions' star in the 110 yard race, was closely followed by Koontz and Buxton, who won the first event, the 100 yard dash, by five yards.

In the relays, the Assumptions got into an early lead and then finished with an Alzheimer and Gordon set, to tie up the event. The next, the 24 yard free style, was the initial and final victory for the Assumptions, and finish with a Smartphone and Cherry set.

Baseball Season To Open April 10

Despite the fact that they are one of the top teams in the nation, the Wright team will be a decided favorite in their opening game of the season against the University of Chicago, at Wrigley Field, April 10.

In a non-conference game, the Wright team will play against the Northwestern University, April 11, at Wrigley Field, and on April 12, against the University of Minnesota, at Wrigley Field, also.

The Wright team, which has one of the top baseball teams in the country, will be seeking to continue their winning streak, which has carried them to the top of the standings in the Big Ten Conference.

 Armour Grapplers Defeat Wright

Armour Grapplers defeated the Wright team, 26 to 10, Saturday, March 3, in a non-conference match at Wrigley Field.

The Grapplers, under the guidance of Coach J. H. Smith, have been practicing hard for their season opener, and are looking forward to a strong showing against the Wright team.

The match was held at Wrigley Field, and was the first of a series of matches scheduled for the season.

For centuries the world has gone to the Near East for its flavors and aromas and spices.

...and today Chesterfield imports thousands of bales of tobacco from Turkey and Greece to add flavor and fragrance to Chesterfield Cigarettes.

Turkish tobacco is expensive. The import duty alone is $3 per pound. But no other place except Turkey and Greece can raise tobacco of this particular aroma and flavor.

This Turkish tobacco, blended with our own American tobaccos in the correct proportions to bring out the full qualities of each tobac, helps to make Chesterfield...